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Abstract

There is continuing pressure to develop spatial information systems. This paper develops two

concepts that could emerge. The first is a new spatial paradigm - an holistic model - which is

less of an abstraction from reality than current models. Second. is the concept ot" federated

databases for the improved and transparent access to data by disparate users. The latter

concept is hardly new and is included in this paper to emphasize its growing importance.

These two developments are presented after a introductory discussion þÿ�o�l �the present state of

the discipline of geographical information systems and spatial analysis.

Introduction

The spatial databases of tomorrow will be shaped by two major influences ~ an improved

ability to model reality and users demanding increased database access. Other potential

influences such as price, platform, speed, storage capacity are considered here to be less

important. This paper first outlines the limitations of current spatial databases and database

design and then develops a conceptual framework for future design and access.

In the last decade spatial databases have continued to be designed and developed at a frenetic

pace. This pace, in relative terms, is slowing » the quantum leap has yet to occur. Current

spatial databases have a short history - not mtich more than I5 years. For the majority of that

time they have evolved out of the proprietary pursuits þÿ�o�i �the leading vendors. Initially,

lntergraph and ESRI (and others þÿ�o�t �less endurance) dominated the field. Both companies

responded to market forces and developed systems with simple database structures. The



databases may have been flat files but mostly of the network and hierarchical structures.

Advances have moved to relational and commercial databases. This has facilitated

development and increased accessibility to data.

Spatial data remains separated from attribute data and there remains two distinct structures for

representing spatial objects - vector or raster. Topological associations are now incorporated

into the data structures but a true object paradigm has not become entrenched. This apparent

reluctance to embrace the object oriented structures is intriguing given the early appearance

for object oriented GISs (eg. System 9). The acceptance of full topological and object

structures were initially constrained by hardware and secondarystorage. This is no longer the

case but still there is no common use þÿ�o�i �object oriented database management systems

(()ODMSs).

There are considerable demand for improved spatial systems - where will they develop? This

can partly be answered by understanding that current systems emerged from geography,

geomatics and mapping disciplines. These disciplines, it is contended, are responsible, rightly
or wrongly, for the current spatial modelling paradigms. Will pressures from users and

business imperatives direct development into areas such as, visualization, spatial analysis,
data structures and databases or general functionality?

This paper proposes that development will occur where commerce responds to pressure but

that theoretical research should occur in the areas of spatial modelling concepts. It will be

important to discard the historical mapping shackles (with due acknowledgment to the

valuable but constraining contribution). A (rievolutionary spatial modelling paradigm awaits

discovery.
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An improved spatial model

Where will it come from - what will its concepts be founded on - how will it be revolutionary?
If it is possible to visually perceive the world as it surrounds us. then it logically follows that

it is possible to mentally store and recall these images. The human mind is capable þÿ�o�l �

observing and understandingand even analyzing space and spatial objects.

Spatial databases will evolve to store and retrieve representations of space where these

representations are more accurately (closer to the truth) aligned with the phenomena we

perceive. It is tempting to delve into the workings of thc mind, though this is resisted here

and now. What is more important to realize is that current databases are constrained by their

own pedigrees. ln future, space and objects within it, collectively need to be represented

differently in databases. Saying þÿ ��s�p�a�c�eand þÿ�o�b�j�e�c�t�s �is alreadypre-emptive. It is a break down

of convenience; it may not be the best form. It is used here simply as a convenient way to

explain an emerging concept.

It is held and developed here that spatial databases ofthe future will store space and objects as

a whole ~ just as we perceive the world around us. Raster and vector will give way to space,

object and knowledge. Representations will be born out of the concept that objects exist and

have knowledge embedded in them - that they exist and behave in an observable and

representative way. This may seem to be much the object oriented paradigm. It is more than

that - much more if we are to succeed.

Figure I indicates the de~aggregationof reality and its re-aggregation into representations that

may be stored in a database. The last two lines are a casual (or somewhat flippant) comment

on possible scenarios. Any developments in spatial modelling must understand the primitive
and substantive reason why user want to model that environment -

space.
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Object = Reality ~ Abstraction

Data == Object + Measurement

Information == Object + Data + Structure
p

i Knowledge = Information + Use

Wisdom = Knowledge + Experience
l

(Hopelessness = Data + Experience)

(Hopefulness = Objects + Knowledge)

þÿ ��M�O�O�O�O�O
"

þÿ�1�f�i�g�i�Y�¥�E�i ��i�i�i�i
’ ‘

lt is intuitive that users collect and store spatial to either present it as is or to analyse it. The

underlying reasons are possibly very complex and þÿ�w�h�a�t ��smore possibly not all that relevant

to this discussion. lt more important to recognize that users are interested in understanding
how components work together or the processes that have created and continue to modil"y a

large continuous spatial phenomenon. A good example of the former is how people and

albatross interact at a tourist attraction (reported elsewhere at this conference and Purvis et al.,

1993) or why of two forest trees, why one is taller and healthier than the other. In the second

case, is it possible to explain a geological fault, why a city exists, or what drives ocean

upwelling and saline fronts.

From these isolated but typical examples it is not unrealistic to draw a conclusion that what is

required is a model of reality, as intricate as possible, that relates a suitable number of its de-

aggregated components, and allows for the analysis of these components. There is no use

creating a wonderful model it the components are 1101 identifiable or their interactions

obliterated.

With this an explicit background it is possible to develop Figure 2. This figure shows the

abstraction þÿ�o�l �reality data, entities and space. The implication is that initially the abstraction

is to data as a consequence of the current field collection methods and techniques. When data
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are appropriately re-aggregated, eventually Space and Rules þÿ�Q�f ‹�X�i�.�S�‘�f ‹�l�l�C�(�4are (re~)created. The

choice or use of words here is somewhat arbitrary but nonetheless important. Object is not

used so as to avoid confusion, but entity is unavoidable. The words used in Figure 2, may to

some, abuse convention; the intention is that the higher one ascends in the text, the more

holistic the model becomes.

SPACE

sets

rules of existence

Reality l 1a:N’riT1Es

behaviour

relationships
i

DATA

spatial , textual

and knowledge

Figure 2

Current systems are at the entity (again, not to be confused with database terminology),
behaviour and relationships level. This may be manifest in relational databases, or object

databases, either with full topological data structures.

The .Spacestage with sets and rules may too he represented in a relational database. While

that construct may be the same, the þÿ�u�s�e�r�s �fundamental view of the data are dift‘crent. What is

seen is a set of spatial phenomena and a minimum set of rules that describe their

classification. This could run in parallel with an object paradigm which stores these

phenomenaand their associated inheritance, behaviours etc.

If it is possible to store this structure then retrieval will be beneficial; Frawley er cz/_ ( 1992)

described similar situations as the discovery of knowledge or knowledge extraction. They
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went on to say that what was really required from databases was, nontrivial exrrcicriorz Q/

implicit, previously þÿ�u�n�/�a�n�d�p�o�r�e�r�z�t�i�r�z�l�l�y�z�i�s�e�f�i�l�l�i�I�l�f�i�)�f�‘�l�’�l�l�(�l�I�l�‘�f�(�)�l�’�I�t�_�f�i�’�(�)�I�1 ��l�d�a�m�,�T�h�i�s�i�n�t�u�r�nand porerztirzlly zisefill þÿ�i�I�l�f�i�)�f�‘�l�’�l�l�(�l�I�l�‘�f�(�)�l�’�I�t�_�f�i�’�(�)�I�1 ��ldam, This in turn

required a special classification technique for the phenomena being studied and means of

retrieving or miniiig through the database.

To return to the human mind and perceptions ot‘ space for just a moment, The system

description given above could be developed to be similar to the way we understand human

discovery algorithms. We have a range ol’ different methods For different types of problems.

In fact we have þÿ�c�1�i�_�t ��t�‘�e�r�e�n�tstrategies for learning þÿ�d�i�t�‘�f ��e�r�e�n�tproblems, especially for

classification, which apply a number of different methods to the same task and select rules

from the best method (Brodley, l993; l\/Iichalski and Tecuci, 1993).

These concepts can be considered to be closely related to the l‘ields of rough sets and database

knowledge discovery. The theory for the former was originally developedby Pawlak in the

early l980s. The primary methodological framework was to study classification problems
with imprecise or incomplete information and the theory ot’ rough sets was developed. This

theory, to the best of the þÿ�a�u�t�h�o�r ��sknowledge, has not been implemented and tested with

spatial phenomena and knowledge extraction. There is considerable appeal to apply the

theory to spatial data.

If the high level model shown in Figure 2 can be developed it may well be achieved using

rough sets. The concept would be to develop a database of spatial phenomena, where the

unique (or nearly unique) classification ofthe components is achieved with a minimum group

þÿ�o�i �rules or class definitions. The key idea in the rough sets approach stems from the

observation that imprecise representation data helps uncover data regularities. Any concern or

belief here that we in fact know precisely the data and relationship should be discarded. The

point þÿ�o�l �most geographic information systems is the analysis þÿ�o�l �the data to determine exactly
that - what are the data regularities (and hence may be data irregularities)?

The theory of rough sets provides a collection þÿ�o�l �mathematical techniques to deal, with þÿ�l ��u�|�l

mathematical rigour, with data classification problems (which once we would have called a

layer or theme), particularly when data are noisy, incomplete or imprecise. Also rough set

theory includes a formal model which defines knowledge as a family of indiscernibility
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relations which gives knowledge a clearly defined mathematical sense. This definition allows

‘ltobeanalysedandmanipulatedusingmathematicaltechniques(Ziarko,l993).to be analysed and manipulated using mathematical techniques (Ziarko, l993).

Again to return to a previous discussion. What is the purpose of a geographic information

system and how are the data derived? The former has already been discussed. For the latter,

the usual method is to employ a method which collects [X,y,7,, attribute] data on a pseudo-

random (feature driven tessellation) or a uniform basis (raster regular tessellation).

Knowledge collection is either held in the mind of the data collector or is disregarded and

forgotten. The result is an incomplete or imprecise situation from which the spatial scientist

desires to determine spatial relationships and knowledge.

For those wishing to examine the theory of rough sets in more detail refer to (Pawlak, l99l).

The brief material presented here is only to demonstrate that an high level spatial modelling

paradigm, as shown in Figure 2, is both conceptual possible and logically and spatially sound.
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Federated databases

Hand in glove with database developments is a concept þÿ�o�l �federated databases. This is, in

simple terms, the connection ol‘ several databases in such a way that the union is transparent.
Furtliermore applications can access an data repository index which contains information on

data, data structures, data use rules, data knowledge and other applications. The federation

makes this possible from any application domain to any other using any data for any reason.

A grand concept that is close to reality.

The concept ol" federated databases seems to be remote from the concept of rough sets. ’l"l’iat

may well not be the case. For, if there is a desire to extract knowledge from disparate data

sets using the techniques described above, one ofthe imperatives will be easy access. It must

be possible to trawl through several disparate (both in the contextual and geographic senses)

databases in a way that does not inhibit the user ofthe search algorithms,

As an example consider a client - a private electricity company which relies on

hydroelcetricity to meet peak load demands. Such a company will have to manage its

resource, water at altitude and have appropriate models of supply and demand. These will be

very variable in both time and location. Applications would include, socio-demographics,
climate and rainfall models, snow melts and load determination. lt takes little further

imagination to list the data sets required for these applications and that there will not be one

single data source.

Future federated databases will provide an environment that execution ofthe models will be

possible without detailed knowledge of where the data are or what structure they are stored in.

It will even possible to remotely bill your account -- ol‘ course.

Conclusion

This paper set out to introduce an alternative paradigm for spatial modelling. The theory of

rough sets is, at least prima facae, seen to have the ability to address this concept, although
there is no known application tor spatial data at this time. Work by Colin Aldridge at Otago
is showing encouraging developments. The paper concludes with a short discussion on

federated databases and the access to disparate databases. Both these topics, rough sets and

transparent access to data via open systems, are looming large on the spatial research horizon.
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There is also considerable research to determine the interactions with rough sets and

geographical analysis techniquessuch as case based reasoning, statistics, kriging and the like.
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